Short shayari love

In 1983, I was traveling with a tiny theater company doing vaudeville-type shows in community centers and bars—anywhere we could earn $25 each plus enough gas money to get to the next small town in our ramshackle yellow bus. As we passed through Bozeman, Montana, in early February, a heavy snow slowed us down. The radio crackled
warnings about black ice and poor visibility, so we opted to impose on friends who were doing a production of Fiddler on the Roof at Montana State University. See a show, hit a few bars, sleep on a sofa: This is as close to prudence as it gets when you’re an itinerant 20-something troubadour. After the show, well-wishers and stagehands milled behind
the curtain. I hugged my coat around me, humming that “If I Were a Rich Man” riff from the show, aching for sunrise and sunset, missing my sisters. What a wonderful show that was—and is. A heavy metal door swung open, allowing in a blast of frigid air, and clanged shut behind two men who stomped snow from their boots. One was big and
bearlike in an Irish wool sweater and gaiters; the other was as tall and skinny as a chimney sweep in a peacoat. “… but I’m just saying, it would be nice to see some serious theater,” one of them said. “Chekhov, Ibsen, anything but this musical comedy shtick.” “Excuse me?” I huffed, hackles raised. “Anyone who doesn’t think comedy is an art form
certainly hasn’t read much Shakespeare, have they?” I informed them that I was a “professional shticktress” and went on to deliver a tart, pedantic lecture on the French neoclassics, the cultural impact of Punch and Judy as an I Love Lucy prototype, and the importance of Fiddler on the Roof as both artistic and oral history. The shrill diatribe left a
puff of frozen breath in the air. I felt my snootiness showing like a stray bra strap as the sweep in the peacoat rolled his eyes and walked away. The bear stood there for a moment, an easy smile in his brown eyes. Then he put his arms around me and whispered in my ear, “I love you.” Edwin Fothingham/Matthew MahonI took in a deep, startled breath
—winter, Irish wool, coffee, and fresh-baked bread—and then pushed away with a jittery half-joke. Something like, “Watch it. I have pepper spray.” “OK,” he said with a broad baritone laugh. “Come for a walk, then. It’ll be nice.” I shook my head. Alarm and skepticism warred with spreading, unsteady warmth behind my collarbone. “Walking around in
the freezing dark with a total stranger is not nice,” I said. I tipped a glance to the well-worn gaiters. “Planning to do some cross-country skiing?” “Riding my bike,” he said, and then added without apology, “I’m between vehicles.” He held the heavy door open expectantly. I moved the pepper spray from my purse to my coat pocket and followed my
heart out under the clear, cold stars. “What are you reading?” I asked, because that question always opens doors of its own. I was in the habit of asking the nuns at the bus stop, a barber who paid me to scrub his floor once a week, elderly ladies and children at the park. To this day, I ask people who sit beside me on airplanes, baristas at Starbucks,
exchange students standing in line with me. Over the years, “What are you reading?” has introduced me to many of my favorite books and favorite people. The bear had a good answer: “Chesapeake. Have you read it?” “No, but I love James Michener,” I said. “When I was 12, I fell in love with Hawaii and vowed that if I ever had a daughter, I’d name
her Jerusha after the heroine.” “Big book for a 12-year-old.” “We didn’t have a TV. And I was a dork.” He laughed that broad baritone laugh again. “Literature: last refuge of the tragically uncool.” “Same could be said of bicycling in your ski gaiters.” The conversation ranged organically from books and theater to politics and our personal histories.
Having embraced the life of an artsy party girl, I was the black sheep of my conservative Midwestern family, thoroughly enjoying my freedom and a steady diet of wild oats. He’d spent a dysfunctional childhood on the East Coast. A troubled path of drug and alcohol abuse had brought him to one of those legendary moments of clarity at which he made
a hard right turn to an almost monkish existence in a tiny mountain cabin. He’d built an ascetic life that was solitary but substantive, baking bread at a local restaurant, splitting wood for his heating stove, staying out of trouble. “That probably sounds pretty dull to you,” he said. “Agonizingly dull, but don’t worry,” I said, and then patted his arm.
“Maybe someday you’ll remember how to have fun.” He shrugged. “Maybe someday you’ll forget.” We talked about the things people tend to avoid when they’re trying to make a good impression: hopes subverted by mistakes, relationships sabotaged by shortcomings. My bus was leaving in the morning, and we would never see each other again, so
there was no need to posture. Fingers and chins numb with cold, we found refuge in a Four B’s Restaurant and sat across from each other in a red vinyl booth. We had enough money between us for a short stack of buckwheat pancakes. A few morning papers were delivered to the front door, and we worked our way through the crossword puzzle,
coffee cups between our hands. Matthew MahonThe sun came up, and we emerged from Four B’s to discover a warm chinook blowing in. Already the eaves were weeping, icicles thinning on trees and telephone wires. This is what Montana does in midwinter: clears off and gets bitter cold, and then suddenly it’s as warm and exhilarating as Easter

morning. Don’t believe it for a minute, you tell yourself as the streets turn into trout streams, but the sheer pleasure of the feeling makes a fool of you. You forget your scarf and mittens on a hook behind the door. You know it’s still winter, but that’s just what you know; the chinook is what you believe in. The bear held my hand inside his coat pocket
as we walked in silence back to the parking lot to meet my company’s bus. Before he kissed me, he asked me if I was ready. Ready for what I have no idea, but ready is how I felt. I was stricken with readiness. Humbled by it. “I hope you have a wonderful life,” I told him. “You too,” he replied before nodding stiffly and walking away. The bus lumbered
through the slush and labored over the mountains to a fading Highline town where we were booked to play a quaintly shabby old opera house. The guy at the box office immediately pegged me as a party girl who’d been up all night and invited me to go to the bar next door for a hair of the dog before the show, but I could not for the life of me
remember why that used to sound like fun. Later that evening, as I did my shtick out on the foot-lit stage, I heard the bear’s distinctive baritone laughter from somewhere in the audience. After the show, he was waiting for me by the door. I didn’t bother asking him how he’d gotten there. He didn’t bother asking me where I wanted to go. I can’t
endorse the idea of love at first sight, but maybe there are moments when God or fate or some cosmic sense of humor rolls its eyes at two stammering human hearts and says, “Oh, for crying out loud.” I married the bear a few months later in a meadow above his tiny cabin in the Bridger Mountains. We weren’t exempted from any of the hard work a
long marriage demands, but for better or worse, in sickness and in health, that moment of unguarded, chinook-blown folly has somehow lasted 30 years. We laugh. We read. I do dishes; he bakes bread. Every morning, we work through the daily crossword puzzle. Our daughter, Jerusha, and son, Malachi Blackstone (named after his great-grandfather
and an island in Chesapeake Bay) tell us we are agonizingly dull. We listen to their 20-something diatribes and smile. Joni Rodgers is the author of the bestselling memoir Bald in the Land of Big Hair. Originally Published: May 21, 2015 ⌄ Scroll down to continue ⌄ Share Pin it Tweet Share Email The 7-minute-long video depicts a love story shot within
one room with an aerial view. The film sees a love story play out within just four walls of the male protagonists bedroom and whilst the relationship does blossom, we then see it gradually fade. The beginning of the film is filled with romance and parties (and a little bit of sex!), but there is a powerful message, so watch it till the end. The film begins
with classic signs of falling in love, from selfies of the couple being stuck to the wall to a little cuddly toy, reminding them that they are in love. However after the sex, the spooning and the matching Mario and Luigi costumes comes the sad bit. The room becomes messier, filled with clutter and bad feelings, showing how relationships can also do the
same if you don’t metaphorically clean them up. The precious toy gets thrown around and then rain starts leaking through the ceiling. The London-based director Jack Tew has done an excellent job at representing the demise of a relationship through imagery. He uses the mess created to be a weapon that means the couple can physically throw the
“blame” at each other. The love story ends when an alarm goes off and it’s really the wake up call this couple needed. Although the story is a sad one and represents many failed relationships, it teaches us a lesson on how to ensure our relationships don’t meet the same fate. Sort out the mess before it takes over. Jack Tew and producer Sorcha Anglim
are based in London, UK and make story that “give us the feels!” You can check them out here. Featured photo credit: Jack Tew via static.shortoftheweek.com Share Pin it Tweet Share Email As much as bibliophiles wish it were so, it simply isn't possible to be constantly reading. Responsibilities like jobs, housework, families, and friends often take
away from the time readers would rather spend curled up with a great book, but that doesn't mean there isn't a way to squeeze some storytelling into even the busiest of schedules. In fact, there are tons of storytelling podcasts that short story readers should subscribe to. That is, if they want to inject even more narrative entertainment into their daily
lives.Since its appearance on the scene over a decade ago, the podcast has taken over popular culture. There are weekly shows about everything from pop culture and politics to true crime and trivia and beyond. Although each program is different, many of the most popular podcasts have one thing in common: their ability to tell a good story, week
after week.Whether you're hitting the road, heading to the gym, or just trying to brighten up your daily commute, here are 10 storytelling podcasts you'll love listening to if you love short stories. Featuring fiction and non-fiction narratives alike, these shows will scratch that narrative itch when reading a book just isn't an option.'The Moth'Like the notfor-profit organization that it gets its name from, The Moth podcast is dedicated to the art and craft of storytelling. Each weekly episode of this Peabody Award-winning show featured audio of curated, unscripted, first-person stories from live Moth events, including their flagship Mainstage program and their variety of story slams.'The Truth'
thetruthfiction on TwitterDon't let the name fool you: Radiotopia's The Truth features everything but. Each immersive 10-20 minute episode takes listeners on a strange fictional journey through a different short story. A fully immersive listening experience, The Truth just may be the perfect podcast for fans of the short story who are looking to enjoy
narrative fiction in a whole new way.'WNYC Studios' Snap Judgment'If you like to listen to music while you read, then you will love Snap Judgment: "Amazing storytelling with a beat." Hosted by Glynn Washington, each episode of this weekly storytelling radio series and podcast is made up of short pieces around a common theme. Past program topics
include "Love Lessons," "Talk of the Town," "Fight Club," and "Spooked."'Radiolab'Radiolab may be a nonfiction podcast, but that won't stop short story readers from falling in love with this Peabody Award-winning WNYC show. Since 2002, its hosts Jad Abumrad and Robert Krulwich have been sharing fascinating, engaging, and unbelievable true
stories about this strange world we live in. While many of its pieces have a science or technology focus, Radiolab's captivating storytelling style will hook readers who appreciate great narratives. 'Writer's Voice'Like its name implies, The Writer's Voice presents New Yorker fiction writers reading their own stories. A weekly podcast, it has featured the
writing and performing talents of Karen Russell, Lauren Groff, Zadie Smith, Tommy Orange, and many more. 'Ear Hustle'On Ear Hustle, listeners will hear about life inside prison from those people living it. Sometimes funny, often difficult, and always true, the stories on Ear Hustle will grab the attention of readers who want gripping narratives about
important topics, including the American prison system.'Selected Shorts'selectedshorts on TwitterOn this award-winning program, which is broadcast on over 150 radio stations and available in podcast form, acclaimed actors read classic and contemporary fiction. Each episode is structured around a single theme and always features fiction
performed by the greatest stars from screen, stage and television. Recent readers include Edie Falco, BD Wong, Michael C. Hall, Sigourney Weaver, and more.'This American Life'One of NPR's most beloved weekly radio shows and podcasts, This American Life has been sharing fascinating stories for over two decades. Each episode is structured
around a theme and features several narratives that explore that theme. Although it is primarily a journalistic nonfiction program, one that occasionally features short fiction, the narrative stylings of each episode of This American Life is sure to satisfy fans of the short story form."LeVar Burton Reads"If you've been trying for years to fill that Reading
Rainbow-shaped hole in your heart, I have a podcast that might finally do the trick: LeVar Burton Reads. On this Stitcher Original program, the man who taught you to love stories as a child presents pieces of fiction by beloved authors including Neil Gaiman, Octavia Butler, Haruki Murakami, and more. 'The Other Stories'hawkandcleaver on
TwitterFans of horror, science fiction, and thrillers will want to add The Other Stories to their queue, and fast. A "modern take on The Twilight Zone, Tales from the Crypt, or The Outer Limits," this unique weekly fiction podcast from the United Kingdom features new stories about the strange, the scary, and the supernatural.
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